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Product Layout: Product Features:
1. Opening mode: The lock supports various opening access option of your 
   choice. You can choose from fingerprint, pin- code password, RFID card & 
    manual mechanical key. 
2. Fingerprint: The capacitive integrated fingerprint is adopted, and the sensor 
   effective secure technology gives high level of security for the access to 
    your door and effectively prevents the false fingerprint usage.
3. Pin-Code Password: The fashionable and advanced touch screen key 
    technology is adopted while the system supports the opening with Pin Code 
    Scrambling password to prevent the password from being peeped upon by 
    the stranger at any point upon input. Any digit can be input in the front and 
   back of the correct password string. The door can be successfully opened 
  by verification as long as there is no more than 30 digits from the first 
    number of correct password string to the end of the input digit string. 
4. Multi  Authentication  access  function: The  double-fingerprint  mode, 
    fingerprint -password mode and fingerprint- card mode can be set, and the 
    door can be opened only when two users conduct the access verification at 
    the same time, which is applicable to the special site access for your needs.
5. User management: The administrator not only has the right to open but also
    has the right to manage the system menu (the common users only have the 
    permission to open). All capacities of administrator's fingerprint, password 
  and card is up to 10 users; The capacity of ordinary users' fingerprint, 
   password and card is up to 70, 10 and 10, respectively; All capacities of 
    guest users' fingerprint, password and card is till 10 users.
6. Doorbell function: The external panel is equipped with the doorbell mark, 
    and the doorbell will ring by pressing the key.
7. Alarm function: Ajax Smart Lock will raise low battery alarm, anti-dismantle 
    alarm & password protection alarm. 
8. Stand-by power supply: When the Lock is not responding due to low battery, 
  the 5V portable power source (mobile power bank etc.) can be used to 
  connect the external panel's USB port for the emergency power supply 
    unlocking.
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1. While adding new password- After entering the password for the first time,
    press # to input the password again for successful addition.  
2. Put the card in the card swiping area for registration with lock, and then the 
    voice prompts successful registration of Card. 
3. After successful registration, please continued pressing the * key for quitting 
   the operation and returning to home screen. Now, you can open door with 
    the registered access credential. 
4. Only the common users can be deleted, with Delete all or Verification Delete 
    operation; The administrator users can only be deleted through the factory 
    reset. 
5. Manual Mechanical Key can be used to open the lock in case of any 
    emergency.
6. In the dormant state or wakeup status of system, recover the factory reset by 
    keeping long press of the factory reset key on the internal panel, and keeping 
    short   press    of   the    factory   reset    key   to   prompt "please verify the 
    administrator", then enter menu after qualified verification. 
7. The alarm can be cancelled by verifying the fingerprint, password and card 
    when the anti-dismantle switch is triggered for alarm.

  

 

Key Features:
1. The handle is the key part for opening and closing door, and its flexibility 
    ratio directly influences the usage of door lock, hence, don't hang articles on 
    handle. 
2. Gently   press   fingerprint    on   the    fingerprint    sensor for  registration of 
    fingerprint. Please don't press with great force to prevent scratching the 
    fingerprint sensor. 
3. It is suggested to replace battery after every 6 months to avoid battery 
    leakage, which can damage the functionality of Smart Lock. 
4. This lock uses 4 AA high-energy alkaline batteries (1.5V). When it prompts 
    "the voltage is low, please replace battery" for the first time, the door can be 
    opened for about 100 times as per different battery capacities; At this time, 
    the battery should be replaced promptly to avoid inconvenience due to the 
     exhausted battery. 
5. The Lock rings the alarm sound and the door lock can't be unlocked for 3 
   minutes if the false fingerprint is continuously verified for 6 times and the 
    false password and card are continuously verified for 3 times.

a. Add Administrator (1. Add  Fingerprint 2. Add  password 3. Add  RFID card) 
b. Add Ordinary user (1. Add Fingerprint  2. Add password  3. Add RFID card) 
c. Add Guest user (1. Add  Fingerprint 2.  Add  password 3.  Add  RFID  card) 
d. Delete User (1. Delete All Users 2. Serial Delete (Deletion of particular user 
    number if you are aware of user serial number) 3. Verify Delete : User to be 
    deleted has to enter his/her credentials for revoking access) 
e. System setting (1. Time setting 2. Locking time setting 3. Verification mode 
    (1. Single unlocking 2. Double unlocking)   4. Voice setting   ( the maximum, 
    medium and minimum voice, and voice closing)
    5. Always  Open  ( Turn off - Authentication  required  for  every   opening, 
    Turn On:  Lock  can  be  opened without any authentication (can be set for 
    special events when there are regular visitors) 6. Guest permission (setting 
    of time range A) starting from  00:00  and  ending at 00:00  (setting  of  time 
    range B) starting from 00:00 and ending at 00:00    

  

 

Important Instructions:
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